
 

 

In order to prevent the spread of COVID-19 within our own Fire Stations, the following will be in effect 

until further notice.  

Effectively immediately, personnel shall only wear specific uniform compliments when leaving the 

confines of the fire station or responding to medical aids/service calls. This includes one item from each 

of the categories listed below in relation to outerwear/field and station attire (pants/tops/footwear). 

Any call that requires the use of full turnouts will remain the same.  

 

APPROPRIATE OUTWEAR/FIELD UNIFORM: 

BOTTOMS TOPS FOOTWEAR 

Brush Pants Brush Jacket Approved Boots 

BDU Pants Sweatshirt Turnout Boots 

 Jacket   

 Short Sleeve Jacket   

 Nomex Class B Shirt  

 

* if worn outside of the station, in public, or on a response any of the above shall not come into the station until washed   

  

It is the expectation that after returning to the station, any “field uniform” outerwear listed above will 

be stripped and left near the apparatus so as not to contaminate the inside of our fire stations. These 

outwear pieces can then be reused for additional responses or cleaned as personnel see fit. Please note 

that if you are following proper PPE guidelines for COVID-19 patients, this outwear should not be 

exposed during a COVID-19 incident. Additionally, personnel shall utilize Cavacide-1 twice a day for 

cleaning both our station and field footwear thoroughly along with the inside of the station as a whole.  

Once outerwear is stripped personnel shall only enter the station wearing approved station attire. This 

approved station attire shall match our approved physical fitness uniform policy and not include any 

articles that were worn as outwear while away from the fire station. EXAMPLE: a sweatshirt that is 

worn outside of the station to the grocery store shall not be brought into the fire station until washed. 

    

APPROPRIATE STATION ATTIRE: 

BOTTOMS TOPS FOOTWEAR 

Nomex pants* T-Shirt (short or long sleeve) Approved Boots* 



 

 

Approved Physical Fitness 
Bottoms 

Sweatshirt* Athletic Sneaker (no sandals) 

 Nomex Class B Shirt*  

 

* nomex pants/class B shirt – shall only be worn in the station if they are covered while out of the station by approved 

outerwear/field uniform items. 

*approved boots shall only be worn in the station if they were not worn while out in the public.  

Please post the following signage on all fire station door to remind personnel of these precautions 

 

 

IF YOU WORE IT OUT, 

KEEP IT OUT! 

 
Please do not bring any garments or 

footwear inside our stations that have been 

outside or on calls.  


